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Resonant Polarimetry and Magnetometry

– To non-invasively measure bunch magnetization or spin 
magnetization, energy must be exclusively extracted from 
its component of the of the passing beam’s magnetic field.

– Longitudinally spin polarized and longitudinally magnetized 
bunches have a magnetic field orientation that is 
orthogonal to the beams current’s magnetic field and is 
similar to a dipole magnet traveling North/South or S/N 
down a beam tube.

– Magnetized beams have the same magnetic field 
orientation as longitudinally spin polarized  beams.



The Classic Magnet in Tube Drop 

Experiment

𝐹 = 𝑚𝑔 = 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑑(𝐵𝑟 2𝜋𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒), 

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝑣 𝐵𝑟 2𝜋𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒



Resonant Magnetometry on the GTS at Jlab



TE011 Resonant Mode
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Measurement of an Unmagnetized Beam



Measurement of a Magnetized Beam



A non-magnetized beam centered in the bore of a TE011 mode 

resonant cavity produces no signal.

A magnetized and centered beam produces a signal many 

orders of magnitude above the noise floor.

An off-axis unmagnitized beam creates a strong signal with a 

constant phase.  

An off-axis magnetized beam creates a strong signal with 

phase shift that changes with beam position.

It is believed that the phase shift is due to the nature of the 

cavity’s excitation, synchronous vs. asynchronous, and can be 

used to distinguish electric from magnetic excitation.

Magnetometry Observations: 





𝐹 = 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑑(𝐵𝑟 2𝜋𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒), 

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝑣 𝐵𝑟 2𝜋𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒













TE011 Cavity Resonance

Determination of the 

beams Polarization 

and/or Magnetization by 

measurement of the 

phase and amplitude of 

the TE011 resonance 

induced.



















Thank you for supporting the SBIR 

Program
• Two polarimetry experiments are being prepared for 

installed on the UITF.

• Magnetometry will soon resume on the GTS.

• Beam monitors?  We would like to provide BNL with a 

non-invasive bunch length monitors etc. Please send 

me an e-mail, Brock.electro@outlook.com or give me 
a call: 505-225-9279.

web.mit.edu/8.02t/www/802TEAL3D/visualizations/faraday/FallingMagnetResistive/FallingMagnetResistive.htm ] pp 7-11
https://wiki.jlab.org/ciswiki/index.php/Resonant Polarimeter
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